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Introduction.

It is customary to classify hypercomplex number systems as reducible and

irreducible and, owing to the theorem that a reducible system can always be

built up out of irreducible ones, the latter only are enumerated. In the follow-

lowing paper, in which only systems with modulus are considered, the irre-

ducible systems are further classified by means of their groups as " semi-

reducible of the first kind " (§ 1), " semireducible of the second kind " (§ 2)

and " absolutely irreducible " (§ 3).

§1-
If

(1) e, ■ ■ ■ e  e  ,, ■ ■ -e
\   / X m   m-r 1 n

are the n units of a hypercomplex number system containing a modulus, then

x = XXeii'      y = I>¿2e¿2
¿1 = 1 ¿3=1

are the general numbers of the system, f    The product must also be a number

of the system

and, since

x  = xy = J2 ay eh = £ £ ay yfy eix eh ;
¿3=1 ii = l   t2=]

'l   <s        '  -   ' ¿i«s<a   *s '

n        n n

2-1 Xh eh — L   L   L ?¿A<3 y h Xh eh •
¿3=1 ¿1=1   ¿2=1    ¿3=1

Hence we obtain in the form

* Presented to the Society at the Boston meeting, August 31-September 1, 1903.    Received

for publication June 30, 1903.

t The scheme of subscripts employed in  this   paper   is the   following :   The   ¿'s,   viz.,

in »ai H — Ï; ' ' •> »! thej's; jx, j2, j, = í, ••-,»«; the k'a, kx, k3, k3 = m + 1, ■ ■ -, n.
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(2) Gmx'^-.T, 'Ey^iAVi,^ (i3=-l, ■••,»),
il=l  i,=l

the group of the system (1), * the a:'s being regarded as variables, the y's as

parameters.

A hypercomplex number system E in the n units ex, ■ ■■, enxs said to be

reducible when the system satisfies the following conditions f :

Al) Ex = ex ■ • • em forms a system by itself ; i. e.,

ii

A2) E2 = em+x ■ ■ ■ en forms a system by itself ; i. e.,

«t, «ht = Z y h », *» c*8 ( **»*•*=° ) •
*3

51) V* = ° (yy« = o),

52) eke.= 0 U*«=0);

otherwise the system is said to be irreducible. $

Under these conditions the group G (2) is evidently the direct product of two

groups.    Two general numbers of the system

E=ElE2^e1...emem+x.--en
are

x = Z xheh +'Exkleh,       y = Z Vi,eh + Z y^k,;
il *1 A *«

their product is

x' = xy = £ Z a-fa %, «a «A+EE «a 2/*2 «ft e*2
Jl       JS Jl      *2

(3)
+ 11^, %•„ e*. eh + Z Z **■, y*2 e*, e*. •

*1     ¿2 *1      *S

*For the conditions imposed on the constants 7iii,¡, as well as for other details concerning

the connection between linear homogeneous groups and hypercomplex number systems see Lie-

Scheffers, Continuierliche Gruppen, Chapter 21.

t The terms reducible and irreducible are due to Scheffers, Mathematische Annalen,

vol. 39 (1891), p. 317 ; Continuierliche Gruppen, p. 660. As Dr. H. E. Hawkes pointed out in

his paper, Estimate of Peirce's Linear Associative Algebra, American Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. 24 (1902), p. 92, these are merely new names for Peirce's "mixed " and "pure''

systems, ibid., vol. 4 (1881), p. 100.

JThis is meant in the sense of equivalence ; if the units of a given system do not fulfill all of

these conditions, but if certain linear combinations with constant coefficients of the units do,

then the system will still be called reducible. On the other hand if the given units do not fulfill

all of these conditions, nor do any linear combinations with constant coefficients do so either,

then the system is irreducible.
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According to (Al), (A2), (Bl), (B2) we have

x — xy—2-,2-,2-, Vjtjij, y h xh eh + 2-, 2-, 2-, 7*!*,*, y*2 xul e*3 •
áx     3î     h *1     *2     *8

But

and therefore

(4)

The group (4) may be written schematically

' = xy =2Zxueh + Hxkß^

X3¡ = 2-1 2-1 V3lh3:¡yhXJl

k3 — 2-i2-i'^i'lk1k3yk2xjt1
k,     k2

(is- li --i "»)•

(fc3 = m + l, ••■,m).

• •     a,     | 0
lm    '

(4')

0

...   0

o o
or

m+lm+l

«A I o

0      !^22

0 I    «   „4.,

A group is said to be reducible* when it can be put in the form

(5)

«u.     1° 0

G,

m+1m+1
<?„ C,

It is therefore evident that under the Peirce-Scheffers requirements Al, A2,

Bl, B2, the group of the system is the direct product of Gxx by C22, where

Gxx is the group of Ex and C?22 is the group of E2.

Retaining the conditions A\ , A2, but replacing Bl, B2, by the less exact-

ing conditions :

(71)

¿72)

w2~2%■jkks Vk„ 5

ekej— 2-,'Ykjk3ek3l

(7aj,=o),

*Lobwy, Transactions, vol. 4, January, 1903. The present paper is the outcome of a

question which Dr. H. E. Hawkks of Yale University once proposed to me in a conversation,

viz., "What will be true of the number system when its group is reducible, i. e., has the

form (5)"?
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we obtain, by substituting in (3),

(6)

But

x = xy = Z Z Z ihhiz «hVj^H + Z Z Z vu+Ai y^e"
il     h     h il      *2    *3

+ LLL T'.-iA*3íC*i%'se*3 + ¿-i 2-, 2-r yklhk3xklyk2ek3-
k,      J2      ^3 kl      *2       Ä3

as' = xy = Z »i,«,, + Z <eA-3'

and therefore,

^z'3 = ¿^ X" VjiSsJ* y h Xh
h    h

(7)    < = Z Z ihHHVHxh + Z Z VW,*,!/*, xh + Z Z 7%*,*,^*,**,
il       *2 *1      Í2 *1      *2

(Í3=1> ■••»»; fc3="» + i. •••»»)•

The group (7) has the form

G,.

G, Gv

where G22 is

(8)

The group of E2 is

(9)

x'h = Z {Z tw.%. + Z TW»y*.} x*i      (*3=i> ••■,»») •
*1 J2 *2

C*3 —   Z   Z^l^'S^S**!'

and thus we see that while Gxl is the group of Ei, G22 is not the group of E2

unless the yhJ¡h = 0.

It seems advisable to call the number system E semireducible of the first

kind when the conditions Al, A2, Cl, Ç2 are fulfilled ; E is said to be redu-

cible when the conditions Al, A2, Z?l, Z?2 are satisfied. Clearly the latter is

a special case of the former.

As an example we may consider the one given by Study *

(10) E^E1E2^(e1e2)(e3)

whose multiplication table is

— e,

f Study, Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 1 (1890), pp. 296, 336.
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and whose group is

x'x = yxxx + y2x2,

(11) x'2 = y2xx + yxx2,

x'z = y3xx + y*x2 + (Vx - 2/2)^3-

As the general theory requires,

XX = VxXX + y2X2l

X2 = y2 XX + Vx X2 5

is the group of the system Ex = exe2.

According to Peirce-Scheffers the system E is not reducible since the con-

ditions Bl and B2 are not satisfied. The system (10) is semireducible of the

first kind.

§2-

In § 1 it was shown that if the system

E^EXE2

is semireducible of the first kind its group G is reducible ;

G„\ 0
(7) G m

a

G2X | Gx

Gxx is the group of Ex but G22 may or may not be the group of E2. In the

more general case where 6r22 is not the group of A"2 it is nevertheless highly

probable that there always exists a system Q which has G22 for its group. The

system Q may be called the quotient E/Ex of the system E, Ex since its group

G^ is the quotient G/ n of the groups G, G1X.* In this paper we shall

study the special case where the quotient system Q = E2, i. e., where G^ is the

group of E2 and the above existence theorem will therefore not be needed. A

simple example will suffice at this point to illustrate the more general case. In

the example (§ 1, 10, 11) let yx — y2= a, then

"22 — ^3 = axi

is clearly not the group of the system E2 = e3 ( e\ = 0 ). There exists however

a system

*G22 is called the quotient of G by Gu for the following reasons: If the linear differential

equation P„y = 0 is reducible: P„ = Pn-mP™; Lokwy showed (Leipziger Berichte, Jan.,

1902) that the group of P„y = 0 has the form (7) where 6?n is the group of Pm and G22 is the

group Of Pn-m ,

Pn = Pn—vi Pm , G === Gi2 Gil .

Therefore we may regard G as the product of G22 by Gn just as we regard P„ as the product of

P„_„by P™.
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Q**q
which has G22 for its group, namely, the system whose multiplication table is

2

Although the following table anticipates § 3 to some extent, it will be easily

intelligible.

Products of Units.

(A1) eiieu=Hyhi.i3ej3

(A2)e4leiä=Z7w3e*3
&3

(Rl)ejek=Q

(R2)ekej = 0

(Cl)eJek=Yiyjkk¡ekí

k3

Conditions
on y's.

7,W = 0

7w,= °

Conditions on
Number System.

A1,A2,C1,C2

A1,A2,C1,R2

A1,A2,R1,R2

Name of
System.

Irreducible
but semire-

ducible of the
first kind.

Irreducible
but semire-

ducible of the
second kind.

Keducible.

Absolutely
irreducible.

Group.

G is redu-
cible, G22 is

not neces-

sarily the
group of E2.

G is redu-

cible, G.n is
the group of

G is redu-
cible and is
direct prod-

uct   of   G22

and Gxx.

G is irre-

ducible.

§3-

In accordance with the above table the conditions

Al,    A2,     (71,    ZÍ2

are less exacting than those of Peirce-Scheffers but more exacting than

Al, A2, Cl, C2; systems satisfying them will be called semireducible of the

second kind. Semireducibility of the second kind is a special case of semi-

reducibility of the first kind and reducibility is a special case of semireducibility

of the second kind.

A system will be said to be absolutely irreducible when its group is irre-

ducible. *

* [August 26, 1903. As initially given the definition of absolute irreducibility (cf. also §2

table) was erroneous ; the correction involved an important change in interpretation in § 3. I

am indebted to Professor E. H. Moore for calling my attention to this. Much of the paper was

rewritten as a result of his friendly criticism.]
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When the system is semireducible of the second kind, the condition B2

makes every yklhli3 vanish and consequently, G22 (8) and the group (9) become

the same. In semireducible number systems of the second kind, Gxx is the

group of Ex and Gn is the group of E2. Or, when conditions Al, A2, Cl,

B2 are satisfied, then EjEx = E2.

The necessary and sufficient conditions that a number system shall be semi-

reducible of the second kind are that its group G shall be reducible, that Gxx

shall be the group of Ex and G22 the group of E2.

We proceed to consider the cases in which the system

(12)  E=E1E2--- Ep_x Ep=ex--- emi emi+1 • • • em2 ■ ■ ■ em^+x ■ ■ ■ em¡r_l eOTp_1+1 • • • e„

has the following properties: by a- suitable choice of the units it is possible to

decompose E in such a way that

Ex---EhEh+x (h = l, ■■■, p — l)

is semireducible of the second kind, Eh+X being absolutely irreducible. By a

linear transformation

(13) \- Z«**,««,»     K<,l#°.
¿2

the system E = Ex ■ ■ • Ep may be similarly decomposed in the form

E = Ex- ■ • E . The systems E and E are said to be of the same type * and

are not regarded as essentially different.

Let the group of A1 be G and that of A be G. Since E is semireducible

of the second kind G has the form

Gu     0       0       ...     0

GmGn    G22    0      ...    0

Gpx    Gp2    Gp3    ■■■    Gpp

where Gxx is the group of Ex, G22 is the group of E2, • ■ -, Gpp is the group

of A\
V _ _

The group of G of E is obtained from G by a transformation of variables, f

G and G are thus similar, G has the form

Gxx     0       0       ...     0

-^G2X    G22     0       ...     0

Gqx    G„2    Gq3    •••    Gqq

* Continuierliche Gruppen, pp. 642-3.

fLoc. cit., p. 643.
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According to Loewy's fundamental theorem * q = p and

"11»   "22» ' ' ■'   "pp

are similar in some order to

"ll »    «22»    " "' pp'>

let us say that Gaa is similar to Gß ß   (a = 1, • • •, p ).

Thus it is evident that E decomposes into the same number of subsystems as

E(q = p). Furthermore, owing to the similarity of Gaa with Gß ß , the sub-

systems Ea and Eß must be similar ( a = 1, • ■ -, p). Hence, in analogy with

Loewy's theorem for reducible linear homogeneous groups, we have proved for

number systems the following theorem :

If a system E is, according to two different choices of the units, decompos-

able once into the sequence of p absolutely irreducible systems El, • • •, Ef,

where the system

E\ ■■ -EhEh+x

is semireducible of the second kind (h = 1, 2, ■ • ■, p — 1), and again simi-

larly decomposable into the sequence of q systems Ex ■ ■ • E , then q = p and

the subsystems El, ■■ -, E are similar to the subsystems El, ■ ■ •, E , apart

from the order. In other words, similar systems being regarded as not dif-

ferent, the absolutely irreducible subsystems obtained by a linear transforma-

tion (13) are equivalent, apart from the arrangement, to the subsystems

obtained by any other such transformation.

The preceding theorem includes, of course, the particular case in which semi-

reducibility of the second kind is the reducibility in the sense of Peirce-Schef-

FER8. Then the group is the direct product of the groups of the component

systems.

The University of Chicago,

June, 1903.

•Loewy, Transactions, vol. 4, January, 1903, pp. 46-47.


